
Local Colorado Springs fl ier 
Todd Reynolds brought out his 
site-record-holding HLG from 
2008, but was unable to get it 
back into winning form.
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Tuesday at the Indoor 
Nats featured the tense 
fi nal standoff in the 

AMA Glider events. Kurt 
Krempetz, cool-tempered 
expert fl ier, was relentless in 
his pursuit of Bill Gowen. So 
was Rob Romash. 

At any other contest Kurt 
and Rob’s 40- and 41-second 
times would have easily won, 
but Gowen was relentless. 
Today he added to his lead in 
both Standard and Unlimited 
Catapult by posting fl ights in 
the 46- to 47-second range, 
and in the process breaking 
his own site records from 
2012. 

Now that the Nats are over 
for WIF-7, Bill was asked 
what he is going to do with 
the ship. “Build a glass display 
case for it!” he proudly said. 
Congratulations, WIF-7. 
Enjoy your retirement!

HLG was wide open going 
into Tuesday (its fi nal day of 
two), with this writer in fi rst 
with best fl ights of 35.6 and 
32.7. In second was Mike 
Fedor with 30.7 and 31.1. 

When I arrived at the site 
around 10:30 the place was 
buzzing. Todd Reynolds had 
arrived with his site-record-
holding glider. This was the 
ship that did a pair of 41.3s in 
2008—the only HLG ever to 
offi cially break the 40-second 
barrier here. In a lot of folks’ 
minds (mine included), Todd 
was the favorite. 

Also warming up between 
CD duties and helping other 
fl iers was Rob Romash, who 
had several gliders capable of 
high-30s fl ights. Long story 
short, neither Todd nor Rob 
could get their ships in tune, 
and I stayed in fi rst, followed 
by Fedor in second. 

Kurt Krempetz fl ew a very 
pretty non-fl apper to third 
place. It would have easily 
gone into the high 30s if he 
could have gotten it closer to 
the ceiling.

There was an unusually 
light turnout in F1D, 
Hand-Launched Stick, and 
Intermediate Stick, Monday 
and Tuesday’s afternoon 
events. Rob Romash was the 

sole entrant in F1D, fl ying his 
ISU-F1D. ISU stands for “I 
Showed Up.” Rob dedicated 
his National Championship 
to Kang Lee, 2014 World 
F1D Champion, who failed 
to make the trip from San 
Diego. “I’ll be happy to let 
Kang borrow my plaque any 
time he wants,” quipped Rob. 

Rob also posted a very nice 
13:42 in Easy to top a fi eld 
of four. Larry Coslick, the 
Godfather of modern Easy B 
and holder of 16 AMA Indoor 
records, could manage only 
10:56 for second place.

Coslick did post one 
outstanding fl ight Tuesday 
afternoon that may end up 
being the fl ight of the week. 
He logged a spectacular 23:34 
in Intermediate Stick, besting 
the previous site record by a 
huge (37%) margin, topping 
Dick Wood and Rick Pangell. 

Larry used the same model 
to score 20:47 in Hand 
Launched Stick, winning over 
two other fl iers. A member of 
the Free Flight Hall of Fame, 
Larry is unquestionably one 

of the best Indoor fl iers of 
all time, and we are lucky 
to have him this week in 
Colorado.

More Towline Glider 
practice ensued late into 
Tuesday evening, amid other 
testing of Rubber models and 
FAC Scale judging by Darold 
Jones and Jeff Pakiz (thanks, 
guys). The early favorite in 
Towline appears to be John 
McGrath who did 55 seconds 
on one test and is extremely 
consistent.

Wednesday promises to be 
one of the best days of the 
Nats, kicking off at 9 a.m. 
with the much-anticipated 
build and fl y session of P-18 
beginner models. About 20 
local students have signed 
up to experience the joy of 
their fi rst Free Flight build, 
which will be followed by a 
special beginners’ contest on 
Thursday morning. All of us 
“experts” are looking forward 
to helping these kids launch 
into the awe-inspiring world 
of Free Flight.

—Don DeLoach

Trophy winners in Glider (L to R): Don DeLoach, HLG fi rst; Mike Fedor, HLG second; Skilly DeLoach, Best Junior; Bill Gowen, 
fi rst in Unlimited and Standard Catapult; Kurt Krempetz, second in Unlimited and Standard Catapult. Photo by Jerry Murphy.2    NatsNews 2015



Larry Coslick of St.Louis smashed the fi eld in Intermediate Stick with this model. It fl ew an 
astounding 23:34 for a new site record by a wide margin.

Bill Gowen of Atlanta is the undisputed Catapult Glider king of Colorado Springs. 
He won both Catapult events by wide margins, and beat his own site records in the 
process. Photos by Jerry Murphy.
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Don DeLoach (L) and Mike Fedor went one-two in AMA HLG fl ying gliders built in the 1980s! 
Photo by Skilly DeLoach.

Rick Pangell of Littleton CO and his Mini-Stick. Photo by Jerry Murphy.

Skilly DeLoach and Jerry Murphy.
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Scale judging lineup.
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Skilly DeLoach was best Junior in the 
Catapult Glider events, scoring high 
times of 18.0 and 19.0 seconds. 


